
Learning Preferences lnventories and surveys
Learning Styles Survey and Profile (page 1 of 2)

THE SURVEY STATEMENTS ARE INTENDED TO INITIATE PERSONAL REFLECTION AND

CLASS DISCUSSION ABOUT LEARNING PREFERENCES AND STRENGTHS

Part One: Learning StYles SurveY

Highlight the one choice for each statement that best describes you'

Statement
1. When learning something

ne'hr. I prefer to...
Read the instructions Listen to an exPlanation Try it out and learn bY

"trial and error"

2. I remember things best if I Write them down Repeat them again and
again

Physically do something
with them

3. Most of my free time is

spent...

Watching television or
reading

Talking to friends Doing physical activities
or making things

4. To teach someone else how
to do something, l.'.

Write instructions Explain in words Demonstrate and let
them try it out

5. When I learn a new skill,
t like to...

Watch what the teacher
is dolng

Talk through with the
teacher exactlY what
I am supposed to do

Give it a try and work
it out as i go along bY

doing lt

6. I remember things best bY.. Writing notes or keePing
printed details

Saying them aloud or
repeating words and
key points in mY head

Doing and Practising the
activity, or imagining
it being done

7. When lspell, I Try to see the word in
my mind

Sound out the word Write the word down to
find if it feels right

8. I am most easilY distracted
by...

Untidiness or movement Sounds or noises Activity around me

9. When shoPPing, I like to.. Look and decide Discuss with the staff in
the store or with mY

f riends

Try on, handle, or test
the item(s)

10. When listening to a band,
t...

5ing along to the lYrics (ln

my head or out loud!)
Listen to the lYrics and

the beat
Move in time with the

music

11. When concentrating, 1... Focus on the words or
pictures in front of me

Discuss the problem and
possible solutions in
my head

Move around a lot,
fiddle with Pens and
pencils and touch
unrelated things

12. When worried about
something, 1...

Picture the worst-case
scenarios

Talk about what worries
me most, in mY head
or aloud

Can't sit still... lfiddle
with things and move
around constantlY

13. lfirst notice how PeoPle.. Look and dress Sound and speak Stand and move

14. I find it easiest to
remember...

Faces Names Things I have done

i5. When making a
presentation, I Prefer to.'

Present a written report Present an oral report Present a physical model

16. I prefer it when the
teacher uses...

Charts, diagrams or
overheads

Discussion, guest
speakers

Models, hands-on
activities
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Part Two: Learning Style Profile
Create a bar graph that shows a picture of the ways you most like to learn:
1. Complete the Learning Style Survey on page 1.

2. Colour one box for each survey question you answered, either in the Visual, Auditory, or
Kinesthetic column. Start at the bottom of each column, and work your way up for each statement.

How Do I Learn?

Statement #
Visual

(Choice A)
Auditory
(Choice B)

Kinesthetic
(Choice C)

What ls Your Learning Style?
lf you have more boxes coloured for Visual, then you most likely learn by seeing, and prefer:

r Pictures rather than words
. Being shown an example
. Using graphic organizers, such as charts, graphs and photographs
. Writing down what you need to learn
. Drawing or doodling while Iistening

lf you have more boxes coloured for Auditory, then you most likely learn by hearing, and prefer:
. Oral instructions
r Listening to recorded books
. Giving oral reports
. Participating in discussions
. Talking through problems and solutions

lf you have more boxes coloured for Kinesthetic, then you most likely learn by doing, and prefer:
. Hands-on activities
. Moving while learning
. Using manipulatives
. Creative drama; acting out stories and events
r Writing on the computer instead of by hand
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